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Abstract—Computer vision techniques are used to detect ob-
struction in the scene of interest of an industrial computer vision
based measuring system. The implemented detection algorithm
is applied to a computer vision based, submerged arc-furnace,
electrode lateral movement measurement system. The electrode
measurement system identifies the region of interest on the
electrode, extracts the strong SURF features in the region, and
matches the features to the next camera frame. The scene
obstruction algorithm is based on comparing the ratio of correct
feature matches between the frames to the statistical average.
This paper introduces the algorithm, explains the experimental
setup, and discusses the results obtained thereof.

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial computer and machine vision based systems have
proven become increasingly popular in recent years [1] [2] [3]
[4]. In these systems, cameras are used as a sensor to capture
images of a particular system under analysis. Computers are
then used to extract spatial information from the images. Ac-
cording to Demant et al. [5], these systems can be subdivided
into the following categories: object recognition, position
recognition, completeness check, shape and dimension check,
and surface inspection.

In certain industrial applications, it is necessary to perform
size measurements of a particular object of interest, or object
displacement and motion analysis measurements using a non-
contact and non-intrusive sensor. In these cases, computer
vision systems are usually chosen over other non-contact
sensors due to reliability considerations associated with harsh
industrial environmental conditions. In dusty environments,
dust might obstruct the incident laser beam, leading to unreli-
able results; whereas high electric magnetic interference (EMI)
levels might influence the robustness of other non-contact
sensors. A typical computer vision displacement measuring
system will first identify uniquely identifiable features on
the object of interest in the first image. An attempt is then
made to find the location of the same features in the next
image. Calculating the motion vector of a particular feature
between the first and second image gives an insight into the
displacement of the feature.

These systems typically make use of a single camera when
the perpendicular distance between the camera and the object
of interest remains fixed. This is necessary as the projection
of a point in the physical world to a point on the camera
image plane is depth dependent [6]. Camera calibration is
then used to relate the pixel measurement to a metric distance
measurement. Camera calibration is also necessary to remove
the effect of lens distortion on the images [7].

As the measurement object of interest becomes increasingly
large, the perpendicular distance between the camera and the
object increases in order to accommodate the object in the
frame. If the nature of the particular industrial system under
analysis requires the computer vision displacement measuring
system to be constantly on-line, potential scene obstruction
can be caused due to an industrial worker partially or fully
obstructing the camera or scene. This obstruction might be
cause intentionally by e.g. a worker placing their hand in front
of the camera, or unintentionally by a worker performing a
task in the scene of interest as part of their job requirement.
Industrial faith in camera based systems is generally weak [8],
and thus engineers are increasingly urged to implement robust
computer vision based systems. It is thus necessary for these
systems to be able to continue the measurement process when
minimal obstruction is present. It is also necessary to notify
the industrial operator if the obstruction is intrusive to the
measurement process.

Existing methods for the detection of people in image
sequences are based on using a set of Haar-like features [9]
to train a strong classifier, which in turn can be used to detect
people [10] [11]. With this approach it is necessary to first
train the classifier on positive and negative images containing
people. In an industrial environment, plant workers often need
to wear additional protective clothing such as a hard hat and
safety glasses. This makes the required training image set
even larger in order to accommodate different configurations
of protective clothing on people. Furthermore, these methods
require at least a portion of the person to be visible in the
scene. If the scene of interest becomes totally blocked, the



methods fail.
In this paper a technique for detecting scene of interest

obstruction in a monocular industrial computer vision mea-
surement system is discussed. The algorithm will be imple-
mented particularly for a submerged arc-furnace electrode lat-
eral movement measurement system. The paper will introduce
the application example as well as the obstruction detection
algorithm.

II. ALGORITHM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Electrode lateral movement measurement algorithm

Submerged arc-furnaces are used for the refinement and
smelting of ferro-alloys. These AC furnaces consist of three,
three-phase power electrodes arranged in a triangular ar-
rangement, each submerged into the furnace burden below.
This burden consists of a mixture of the unprocessed ore
and reducants. The heat required for the smelting process
is achieved by means of an electric arc formed between the
electrode tip and the ore burden beneath it. These furnaces
usually make use of Søderberg self-baking type electrodes.
The electrode is then periodically extended by welding on a
new hollow casing to the upper end of the electrode structure,
which is then filled it with a pitch carbon paste.

Typical submerged arc-furnace controllers optimize the
power delivered to the electrode by means of electrode current,
and electrode to bath resistance control [12]. Electrode current
is controlled by varying the furnace transformer tap position,
whilst the resistance is controlled by raising or lowering the
electrode by means of hydraulic hoists. An important input
to this controller is the electrode position measurement. The
authors have thus designed a computer vision based, electrode
lateral movement system to provide a robust measurement
alternative. The single camera used for the system will be
installed on a static mount fixed to the ground located at
the floor that has access to the upper most electrode section.
This is the same section where the plant workers add the
new electrode structure. The expected electrode scene at this
location with approximate geometric dimensions is shown in
Fig. 1. The measurement system uses a single camera, since
the perpendicular distance between the electrode and camera
remains fixed. The algorithm consists of the steps shown in
Fig. 2. The algorithm calculates lateral electrode movement
between consecutive frames of the scene. The system was
implemented using C++ and OpenCV [13].

1) Step 1: Removing lens distortion: Lens distortion is
present in every camera, and needs to be removed prior
to performing any measurement. This is usually done by
taking various images at different orientations of a calibration
grid with known geometric dimensions. The most common
approach makes use of a planar calibration grid [14][15].

For this system, a 594mm×841mm planar checkerboard
calibration grid was used, with each block being 85mm in
size. This is the same size as a standard ISO A1 size paper.
The OpenCV Zhang calibration function [15] was then used
to find the camera intrinsic and distortion coefficients, which
can then be used to correct for lens distortion.
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Fig. 1. The expected electrode image frame
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Fig. 2. Electrode lateral movement algorithm

2) Step 2: Extracting the electrode edge: An assumption
made here is that a portion of the electrode will always be to
the left of the electrode edge. Thus, it is necessary to find the
electrode edge equation, so that the electrode in the first frame
can be segmented. This is found using a combination of the
Canny edge detection algorithm [16], the probabilistic Hough
line transform [17], and least square linear fitting.

3) Step 3: Extracting the features: The next step is ex-
tracting strong features that correspond to the electrode in
the first frame, and strong features in the second frame. As
mentioned before, the electrode in the first frame is specified
as the region to the left of the electrode edge. For this system,
strong features are defined as the speeded up robust features
(SURF) [18] [19]. The SURF of the electrode in the first frame,
and the SURF of the second frame are thus extracted in this
step, and stored in memory. Each keypoint feature is assigned
a 64 element vector descriptor describing the nature of the
feature.

4) Step 4: Matching the features: After finding the features
in the two frames, the next step is to perform a feature match



between the first frame electrode SURF, and the second frame
SURF. The match is performed using the following strategy
between two sets of SURF kepoints, namely ‘set A’ and ‘set
B’ [18]:

• Each keypoint in set A is compared to each keypoint in
set B. The candidate keypoint FiB in set B is considered
to match keypoint FjA in set A if the keypoint yields the
minimum Euclidean-distance between the two respective
descriptors, where all the keypoints in set B are taken
into consideration;

• The feature FiB found in the previous step is only
considered if the Euclidean distance to the point is a
factor of 0.7 less than the Euclidean distance to the
second nearest neighbor.

A set of vectors is then created which represents strong
electrode feature displacement between the first frame and
the second frame. Since we are only concerned in lateral
movement, each vector is projected onto the electrode edge,
which disregards horizontal vectors. This also makes the
algorithm more robust against minimal camera movement.

The SURF feature and matching method was chosen over
traditional optical flow algorithms [20][21], as these algo-
rithms are based on the initial consumption that the brightness
of a particular feature pixel does not change between the
first and second frame. In the expected environment, this
assumption can not always be held. The nature of a SURF
descriptor is such that it is illumination independent.

5) Step 5: Calculating the average electrode movement:
The matching strategy described in the previous step is not
error proof. Lowe [22] claims that the matching strategy
produces 95% of true matches that are yielded as positive,
whilst 90% of false matches are yielded as negative. This
means the results need to be filtered. A simple median filter
was used to calculate the avergage length of the electrode
vectors. This elliminates the error vectors that has a large
variance from the mean.

B. Obstruction Detection Algorithm

The electrode lateral movement system discussed in the
previous section is required to be constantly online, and thus
might be subjected to potential scene obstruction. The follow-
ing scenarios exits for potential scene or camera obstruction:

• A worker walking past the scene i.e. entering one side of
the frame and immediately exiting the other side.

• A worker entering one side of the frame an remaining
within the frame. This might mean partial blocking of
the electrode, which will typically occur when a worker
welds on the new electrode casing.

• Total scene obstruction due to a worker totally obstructing
the camera view.

The implemented system should still be able to take the
measurement in the first two cases mentioned above. However,
in the last case the measurement will not be possible. It is thus
necessary for the obstruction detection system to contain a
“traffic light display” system that will warn the plant operator
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Fig. 3. Variables needed for obstruction detection algorithm

as well as the guilty worker that obstruction is occurring in the
frame. The system will contain three lights namely: red, yellow
and green indicating full scene obstruction, partial obstruction,
and no obstruction respectively.

For this algorithm, it is necessary to take more than two
consecutive frames into consideration. The current electrode
lateral movement measurement will thus consist of a linear
combination of the previous measurements. Algorithm 1 shows
the process used to detect for scene obstruction, where the
different variables required are shown in Fig. 3. In the figure,
the following variables are shown:

• ElectrodeA representing the SURF found on the Frame
A electrode;

• ElectrodeB representing the number of SURF found in
Frame B;

• Electrode MatchAB representing the number of elec-
trode SURF correctly found and matched between Frame
A and Frame B; and

• τAB representing the ratio of SURF correctly matched to
SURF found in Frame A.

The general requirement for this algorithm is that the first
few frames of the scene should have no scene obstruction. The
algorithm is based on monitoring the ratio of the number of
SURF matches between Frames A and B, and the number of
SURF found in Frame A, as shown in Fig. 3. Naturally, if
Frame A has no obstruction, and Frame B has no obstruction,
then this ratio will be higher compared to the ratio when
Frame B has obstruction. For this strategy to work in detecting
obstruction, the requirement is that Frame A should not
have any obstruction at all throughout the algorithm. If this
prerequisite is failed, then it is possible that SURF will be
found on the object causing the obstruction in Frame A, and
these features will be correctly matched to the SURF in Frame
B. This incorrect match will lead to an incorrect electrode
movement measurement.

Lines 1 - 8 of the algorithm are responsible for calculating
the electrode movement between the first two frames, and ini-
tializing the variables needed for the rest of the algorithm. This
is done using the algorithm shown in Fig. 2. As mentioned
before, it is important that no obstruction is present in these
two frames. The ratio τAB of these frames calculated in line 5
gives an indication of electrode SURF found to SURF matched
when no obstruction is present in both frames.



Algorithm 1 Algorithm to detect scene obstruction
Require: Consecutive scene Frames 1, 2, · · · , n− 1, n, n+ 1, · · ·
1: Frame A←Frame 1
2: Frame B←Frame 2
3: cur mov ← electrode movement between Frames A & B
4: tot mov ← current mov
5: prev ratio← τAB

6: prev mov ← 0
7: Frame A←Frame 2
8: i← 3
9: loop

10: Frame B←Frame i
11: if (Electrode MatchAB = 0) then
12: ‘‘Set status to red’’
13: else
14: cur mov ← electrode movement between Frames A & B
15: cur ratio← τAB

16: if (cur ratio > (k × prev ratio)) then
17: ‘‘Set status to green’’
18: Frame A←Frame i
19: cur mov ← cur mov − prev mov
20: prev mov ← 0
21: prev ratio← average of cur ratio and 5 previous τAB

22: else
23: ‘‘Set status to yellow’’
24: temp← cur mov
25: cur mov ← cur mov − prev mov
26: prev mov ← temp
27: end if
28: tot mov ← tot mov + cur mov
29: end if
30: i← i+ 1
31: end loop

The algorithm then processes the remaining frames of the
scene beginning at the infinite loop shown in line 9 of the
algorithm. Each iteration step should also ensure that there is
no obstruction present in the Frame A input. The first task
of the iteration ensures that the matching step shown in step
4 of the electrode lateral movement measurement algorithm
finds feature matches between the two frames. Evidently, if no
matches were made between the Frame A electrode SURF and
Frame B, then the measurement is not possible for the current
frame inputs. This means that the Frame B input probably has
electrode obstruction. If this is the case, then the Frame B input
of the electrode movement algorithm is updated to the next
consecutive frame grabbed of the scene video sequence. This
updating process occurs until features were correctly matched
between the electrode features of Frame A, and Frame B.

When matches are found, the next task is detecting if
Frame B contains partial electrode obstruction. This is done
by comparing the current value of τAB to the average of the
five previous τAB stored in memory, which were calculated
when both Frames A and B had no obstruction. The method
used shown in line 16 of the algorithm tests if the current τAB

is larger then a factor of k times the previous τAB , where k
corresponds to a set threshold between [0, 1], and is dependent
on the amount of texture present on the measurement object
of interest. If this is the case, then the current τAB is high
enough to indicate that Frame B will not have any electrode
obstruction. The Frame A input to be used for the next
iteration is then set to the current Frame B. This can be done

since the current Frame B has no obstruction. The variable
prev ratio can also be updated to represent the average of
the current τAB , and the four previous τAB when both of
the Frames A and B had no obstruction. The current electrode
movement measurement value is then simply added to the total
electrode movement measurement. Frame B is also updated
to the next consecutive frame in the video sequence. Lines 22
- 27 of the algorithm shows the process followed when the
electrode is partially obstructed in Frame B. In this case the
current electrode lateral movement measurement is calculated
as before, but Frame A to be used in the next iteration is not
updated to the current Frame B, since the scene in Frame B
is partially obstructed. Instead only Frame B is updated to
the next consecutive frame. The current electrode movement
measurement is again added to the total electrode lateral
movement measurement.

As mentioned before, this portion of the system includes a
“traffic light display” warning system to give an indication of
the measurement system status. In the algorithm, lines 12, 23
and 17 will set the light to red, yellow and green respectively.
To prevent oscillation between states of the traffic light display,
a moving average finite impulse response (FIR filer) [23] of
window size n is used to filer the current status display.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For the purpose of this study, it was decided to test the
obstruction detection algorithm by comparing the electrode
movement result obtained when obstruction was present to
the case when obstruction was not present. The experimental
test video sequences were simulated using animation software,
since access to submerged arc-furnaces is generally limited for
safety reasons. Twenty-one frames of four test video sequences
each containing a uniform rate of lateral electrode movement
was generated using the Bryce and Daz3D animation packages
[24][25]. Each video was set to a resolution of 2048 × 1536
pixels. Each video sequence contained a static image of a
real electrode to represent the electrode. A plant worker was
simulated using the build in Daz3D human models, as shown
in Fig. 4. The four videos have the following properties:

• The first video contains electrode movement with no
obstruction present;

• The second video contains electrode movement as well
as a worker walking past the scene at a uniform rate;

• The third video contains electrode movement as well as
a worker entering the left side of the scene and stopping
in front of the electrode; and

• The fourth video contains electrode movement with the
first 10 frames obstruction free, and the remainder frames
containing total scene obstruction.

The electrode lateral movement algorithm with obstruction
detection was tested on each video sequence. The electrode
lateral movement measurement of the second to fourth video
sequence was then compared to the measurement of the
first video sequence. For these experiments, the value of
k in line 16 of the obstruction detection algorithm was
tuned to 0.735, the found ideal for the expected electrode
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Fig. 4. Test frame generated using Bryce and Daz3D, showing the electrode
and worker.
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Fig. 5. Response of electrode lateral movement algorithm with obstruction
detection to a worker walking past the scene at a uniform rate.

texture, and a window size of 5 was used for the traffic
light display FIR filter, where the coefficients were set to[
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

]T
.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first video sequence, with no obstruction present was
used as a reference to test the remaining three video sequences
where different obstruction scenarios was present. For this
video sequence, the “traffic light display” showed a value
of green as expected. In this video sequence, the electrode
underwent a 226.391 pixel lateral movement change between
the first and twentieth frame. The first scenario which tested
the common case of a worker entering and leaving the scene
produced the measurement error shown in Fig. 5-7. In the
figure, the x axis corresponds to the frame number. The y axis
corresponds to the electrode lateral movement measurement
error shown in (1) where:

• Meas Errorn represents the y axis reading at frame n
shown in the graph;

• Meas Test1n represents the electrode lateral movement
measurement between frames 1 and n of the test video
sequence; and

• Meas Ref1n represents the electrode lateral movement
measurement between frames 1 and n of the reference
video sequence.

Meas Errorn =Meas Test1n −Meas Ref1n (1)
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Fig. 6. Response of electrode lateral movement algorithm with obstruction
detection to a worker entering the scene and stopping in front of the electrode.

The different statuses of the “traffic light display” are also
shown in the figure. As the worker entered the frame, the status
remained on green, indicating that there is no obstruction
present. As soon as the algorithm detected the obstruction
caused by the worker, the status was switched to yellow. This
was the case until the worker walked past the electrode. The
status then changed back to green as the worker exited the
scene. The graph also shows that there is an approximate
linear increase in the measurement error. This is due to a
1 pixel measurement error between each frame, leading to
an accumulative measurement error. However, as soon as the
worker leaves the scene, the measurement error eventually
stabilizes, so that the total measurement error remains within
≈ 7.61 pixels. The reading does not stabilize to the original
state of zero pixels due to the accumulative error caused when
the electrode was blocked during the transition of the worker
past the scene.

The results of the next video sequence shown in Fig. 6 tested
the measurement error when a worker entered the scene and
stopped in front of the electrode. This is a common scenario
when the worker adds a new section onto the existing electrode
structure. The results show that the traffic light display shows
a status of green for the first few frames. In these frames, the
measurement error is again zero. As soon as the worker stops
in front of the electrode, the traffic light status changes to
yellow, and the measurement error undergoes an approximate
liner increase. This is again attributed to a 1 pixel measurement
error between each frame, resulting in an accumulative error.
However, the measurement again settles to below 7.61 pixels,
even though the worker still maintains his position in front of
the electrode.

The last experiment tested the case when a worker purposely
blocks the scene half way through the video sequence i.e. in
frame ten. The graph in Fig. 7 shows that the traffic light status
remains on green when no obstruction is present, as well as
one frame into the video obstruction. The status then changes
to yellow for two frames, and to red for the remaining frames.
As expected, the measurement error remains reasonably stable
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Fig. 7. Response of electrode lateral movement algorithm with obstruction
detection to ten frames obstruction free, and the remaining scenes containing
total scene obstruction.

before the scene is obstructed. Once the scene is obstructed,
the error increases linearly since it is not possible to perform
the electrode lateral movement measurement when the scene
is fully obstructed.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an approach for detecting scene obstruction
in monocular computer vision based industrial measurement
systems was discussed, which was driven by industrial lack
of faith in camera based systems. The obstruction detection
algorithm was implemented particularly for a submerged arc-
furnace electrode lateral movement measurement system. The
algorithm was based on monitoring the ratio of SURF features
found to SURF features matched between frames. This ratio
was then compared to the statistical average to determine if
obstruction was present in the scene of interest. A “traffic light
display” system was also implemented to notify the industrial
operator on the current status of the measurement system in
terms of scene obstruction.

The experimental setup tested the measurement error as well
as the status of the “traffic light display” to the most common
scenarios of scene obstruction in the industrial process of
interest. The results show that the measurement error remains
within ≈ 7.61 pixels with partial electrode obstruction. The
“traffic light display” system was also shown to accurately
output the obstruction status of the system.

Although the obstruction detection system was implemented
particularly for a submerged arc-furnace lateral electrode
movement measurement system, the algorithm can still be
adapted to any measurement system that is based on SURF
extraction and matching between frames. Naturally, the pa-
rameters of the obstruction detection algorithm as well as the
”traffic light display” system need to be tuned for the expected
industrial scene of interest. Furthermore, the required set
threshold k of the presented algorithm can be more accurately
tuned if a larger set of test sequences are used as a training
set.
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